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·THE LONG YARD
by Gil Bliss
Old Yankee farmers refer to the does not take one of the Registrar's
shortest distance between· two computers to realize that these
points in terms of "As the crow departments represent a substantial
flies." BSC students' have betrayed percentage of the total college poputheir Yankee sense of practicality by lation. At this time the students
deducing that the shortest route found themselves in the uncomforbetween the new Burnell School table position of trying to make a
and the campus is a path that begins class in Burnell in ten minutes after
leaving one in, for instance, the
at the rear of the gymnasium parking lot, and ends on Burrill Ave. This Grove Street Building. One doubts
that many members of the adminiswould not be a problem except for
the fact that most of the path tration have tried a similar trek on a
regular daily basis. Despite the fact
crosses private property.
Ernest and Lorna Plentus (ages that college students are supposed
82 and 75, respectively) own" the to be in top physical condition for
property at 81 Burrill Ave. and are lads and lasses of our tender age,
daily treated to a colorful parade of the fact remains that one cannot'
BSC students trying to make it to make it from class to class in the
class on time. They don't view the time allowed. It is impossible to
parade with binoculars, either. The arrive on time by pursuing the
couple are able to watch students college-sanctioned route (through
trampling down the path at a dis- gym lot, over tracks, through Great
tance of only 12 feet from their Hill lot, and up Burrill Ave. to Burnell). This reporter personally
window.
Before examining the specifics of covered the ttNO routes and discothe situation, leC::; look at the buck vered th3t it takr?S an ·2:j'~tra five n1~1"'1~
gro6nd. Last September the college utes to go the Great Hm parking lot
opened its new model lab, the Bur- route, and given the faculty wrath
nell School. At that time, all of the historically vented towards late stufoHowing departments aiso moved dents, one is not surprised that they
their offices anp most of their upper take the short cut. Consider the
level classes to Burnell: Anthropol- plight of the hapless student who is
ogy and Sociology; Psychology; unlucky enough to have his classes
Social Work; Elementary Ed_ and divided betweel! the two distant
Early Childhood; Teacher Prep.; campus' areas.
The Plentus' have lived in their
Math and Computer Science;
Secondary Ed.; and Special Ed. It house for 13 years. Attempting to

safeguard their property. they have
resorted to erecting a fence. They
have given up trying to keep trespassers off their lawn. Referring to
the various confrontations with trespassers, Mrs_ Plentus states, "The
kids laugh at you and smirk." For
fear of late night retribution they no
longer attempt to interfere with students. Ernest Plentus notes, "You
pay you r taxes, you try to keep your
place nice because it's near Cl college, and you get nothing back."
The Plentus' originally called the
Bridgewater . Police "Department,
but nothing ever came of it. The
college has ignored the situation.
Campus Police Chief Randy Graca
realizes the problem but knows that
it is human nature to look for the
easiest way across anything, and
suggests that the state cut a path
through a wooned grove that is on
state property, and perhaps remove
the temptation to trespass.
V.Jithin a cou:..;le
ma"ths,Nc',t,
England's mud season win be upon
us. The Plentus' will sit helplessly by,
watching out the window as their
lawn becomes a quagmire of mlld
churning under the rushing feet of
students cutting through to MAlOl.
A disgraceful condition exists, made
more disgraceful by the fact that col·
lege and town authorities have
ignored it.
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On February 10, 1981, it gives the
Bridgewater State College Student
. Union Program Committee great
pleasure to present Senator William
Proxmire from Wisconsin;
William Proxmire has been in
politics since 1950, when he was
elected to the Wiscon'sin State
Assembly. He was elected to the
United States Senate in 1957· in a
special election; to ·fill the.seatleft
vacant by the death of Senator
Joseph McCarthy. He was reelected the following year to his Hrst
full six-year term .. and again reo
elected in 1964, 1970, and 1976.
Wisconsin's Senior Senator
. earned his undergraduate degree
from Yale in 1938 and a Master's
Degree in Business Administration
cum laude from Harvard Graduate
School of Business in 1940; and a
Master's Degree from Harvard in
Public Administration;

Senator Proxmire is the author of
books: Can Small· Business

fOLIT

from the Wasteland: America's Military-Industrial
Complex;. Uncle Sam, Last of the
Big Time Spenders. and·. youean

Suruiue?; Report

Do It!
Senator· Prbxmire is the former
Chairman of the Senate 'Banking
and Housing and Urban Affairs
Comn1ittee .. He will be speaking on
"The· Dubious Achievements in
Government". Proxmire will
undoubtedly draw, knowledge for
this lecture from his monthly· pres·
entations of "The Golden Fleece
Awards". This award is given to the
part·of gbvernm~nt which, inSena"
tor Proxmire's mind, has wasted the
taxpayers money.,
The lecture is sure to be iriterestc
ing and informative for an up-te-date
plain tall" view of·· the Federal
Government in Washington.
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Students Take

By Lisa Gonsalves
Bridgwater State's New Aviation
Science Major has gotten off of it's
feet with the first flights of freshmen
Tom Fern,' and Ann Oliveria. These
flights take place twice a week,
weather ~ih'l1g ,at Wiggins Airways in Norwood. The students
take their flights with instructor Ken
Tucker in a Tomahawk Piper, which
is a small two person plane.
The Aviation Science _Major.

First Flight

branches off into" two specific
directions-Management and Commercial Piloting. Tom Ferry, the first
student to take a single flight is interested in the Commercial Pilot area,
while Ann Olivera is leaning more
towards the Management aspect. A
private pilots license comes with the
course and is available with either
branch.
The Aviation Science program at

Bridgwater started out sma!! in September. but according to Ann O!i\,lera it is a very interesting program
and continues to grow. Not many
other colleoes in the area offer such
a program~as the Aviation SciencE'
Major, and as time goes on more
and more interested students will
find their wa!.' to Bridgwater State
College.

Classified Ad Form

Letters to the Editor
Unfair Treatment by the
Student Union Program
Towards Minority Group
The Student Union Program has
aJway~ turned their cheek bone the
other way towards the Black
Minority and the Third Wprld
Students at Bridgewater State
College.
Many events have taken place at
the Student Union Ballroom, and at
the Rathskeller. These events are
mostly rock-roll- music or soft rock.
There are many more middle class
whites at B.S.C. than blacks. Still
there - are so called "minority"
students, who aren't interested in
rock- roll. There are some
administrators in this college,
dressed in suits who act like a klans
man. These administrators tell you
that they are trying. and then they
give you those "phony smiles." I see
some nullification of administrators
who are very conservative towards
their budget to give something to
really enjoy.
The Student Union Program
Committee lacks any Black or Third
World Student in the office. Why?
They tell you that they need the

Editorial?
RHP..Portrait of
the Editor
asa Fruitcake

Protest
(CPS)-A survey of students at 153
colleges and universities nationwide
suggests the American students
body stiH believes campus protests
of the sixties were worthwhile.
Of the 937 responses to the survey sponsored by Emhart, Inc., a
"manufacturing" firm based in Connecticut, 60 percent agreed that a
"tangible gain was achieved by the
campus protest in the 1960s." Over
84 percent believe that student demonstrations "have a place on college
campuses today."
[n terms of their own futures, the
respondents generally look.ed for·
ward to the new decade. Only two
percent expected to be happy in the
1980s.

John Budd, an Emhart spokes·
man, said he was sUrprised to find
that students were not as conserva·
tiveas other reports have indicated.
He noted that 75 percent ofthe stu·
dents feel that large corporations
have "too much influence" in the
United States, and that over half
think that large corporations should
be regulated mored strictly by the
federal government.
Emh;::.rt's questionnaire,. deve,
loped ir I"'C ,1junciion with the Foundation of Student Communications
in New Jersey, was ;;ent to 200,000
students, most of whom were
upperclass 11beral arts majors. Budd
had no explanation for the small
response of only 937 to his queries.

I
Must
Protest

!::Slacks viewpoint. Once you ge't in,
your saying doesn't matter the
majority of the committee. Your
point of view isn't fit for their
standards. Many rock and roll
students do not like disco. Disco is a
I have been going to Bridgewater
soul music for particularly the Black
State College for about a year now.
and Third World, people. It goes
And as a handicapped student
back to the church. There are many
(cerebral palsy) I must voice my,
black who lacks transportation and
extreme displeasure at having to
live in the dormitory. These
cross the railroad tracks to get to
students feel neglected, because of
classes at the Burrill Avenue annex.
'the lack of activity towards them.
Now, just as I have gotten used to
Especially in the entertainment,
climbing the tracks, I have to concourses, and lack of communication· tend with snowbanks. As a handi·
with the administration.
capped student- I find these
Organization and self-defense is
snowbanks almost impossible to
what we need to make our coalition
negotiate.
alive. I hope there is communication
I think the school should at least
in' the future college system. What
dear a level path tQ~he tracks. J
can be done towards the
know we handicapped students are
administration of the Student Union
an inconvenience to you "normal"
Program here at Bridgewater State
folk, but a level path is not asking
College? By taking time .10 listen and . too much. Or does a shoveled path
more effort.
h1ve to be approved by the powers
Joaquim DeSousa
that be?
Scott Hall
Bob Francis
Class of '81

Students
Support

I

The hostages are back. The nation breathes a collective sigh of relief. 1
Jimmy' Carler leaves his presidency on one of its few bright notes. Why
then am I not as emotionall~l caught up in the thing as seemingly every
other red-blooded, yellow ribbon bearing card carrying American. I
thought about it the other day and decided that it is the media that is to
blame. The media that I claim to be an external part of. Somehow I get a
sinking feeling that before the course of this thing is through, we will
knm\.' everything from the dress size of Kathryn Koob to how many
letters from home they didn't receive. Why is this'? Is it out lust for a new
American hero? [s it a reaction from the armchair TV viewer who does
not do anything himself, and is amazed that others can show patriotism
In a tangible l,.I.'ay such as being locked up for 444 days? I have thought
frequently the last fev. ' days of another American hero, Charles Lind·
bergh. He v.:as a man who became America's idol by getting out there
and doing it himself.
I can't really fault the media though. They mirror our interests, and
blow them up so that everyone can take part. If people in California IO\.l~d
to skateboard. then dad gum. the east coast will too, through the maglc
of the media. They should just Jet these unfortunate people begin to lead
• normal lives again. but the)'! have just as much a chance as that as I have
of takinQ the Avatollah hostaQe. GWB

Here I am sitting at the same Compset us~dby Billie and Rossi and still
my fingers are not inspired to reach the heights of editorial glory. How do
editors live out the days? Each Sunday Shana and James sew up many of
the major news issues. A Comment poll shows that the only questions
the duo have not dealt with are, "What exactly is it the wine
remembers?" and "Can you really cut up a chicken with a flip top' lid?" I
attempted to respond to tne question, "How does Dale Carnegie influence people from beyond the grave?" but found the solution appealed to
a limited group of Emily Dickinson disciples.
1am not politically involved. For most of my short life I believed tha t the
Pledge of Allegiance went, " ... and to the republic for Richard Stands."
Many happy hours were spent wondering who Richard Stands was. Only
recently did I learn that the marches on Selma weren't organized attacks
on some poor woman's home.
You may be asking, "How doesa neurotic WASP with a fixation for
movie musicals become the Editor·in-Chief of The' Comment?" I did not
ask for this position, it was handed to me on a silver shaft. ({would gladly
have remained in control of my Arts pages answering the important
issues such as, "Isn't Orson Welles just a commerCial artistT') I was the
only candidate with a car to deliver the layout sheets to the-printer. My
victory, a landslide by one vote, filled me with pride and ambition.
Dashing home in my pint-sized Pinto(driving carefully to avoid becoming
a statistic for Shana and James) I strutted into the house and grandly
proc\aimed,"I have an announc;ement tomake."
"Oh, my God! You're leaving college!" shrieked my mother as she
collapsed to the floor. She will be sorely missed.
After the funeral the '81 administration of The Comment began a
massive cleanup program't() rid the office of antique garbage. The first
thing to go was a two-year-old pancake affectionately referred to by
staffers as the Walt Whitman'flapjack. As I placed the limp fragment of
food on the conveyor belt in the CommuterCafe a tiny voice began to
recite "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloomed". "If you had been the
Emily Dickinson crepe you might have been spared," I. muttered as the
half moon disappeared from sight.
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NEW ORLEANS TRIP

HEALTH INSURANCE
Information and applications regarding HEALTH and ACCIDENT
INSURANCE, along with second semester rates are now available.
Inquiries may be made at the Health Service, Tillinghast Hall.
CREATIVE DANCE GROUP
Sponsoring two open workshops in the Student Union Ballroom January 26 and February 2, from 6:00 to 7:30 p.m. Wear comfortable ~lothes
that allow you to move easily.
ATTENTION CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Let the Information Booth at the Student Union know when you meet,
the details of events you are sponsoring, and who interested persons can
contact. Keep this information updated at the booth and more people
will have access to your organization and its benefits. Come by or call -our number is 697 -8321, extension 303.
YOLUNTEERS FOR TAUNTON BOYS CLUB
We need teachers, instructors, trainers, and coaches for our programs
beginning in February. Good opportunity to gain experience in Boxing,
Weighttraining, Indoor Soccer, Gymnastics, Water Basketball, Coed
Volleyball, Coed Water·Polo. Call Tom Arrighi at 824-4341.
PYRAMID DANCE COMPANY
The Student Union Program Committee presents a Middle Eastern
Coffeehouse featuring the Pyramid Dance Company. An assortment of
teas and coffees will be served. Also, food from the Middle Eastern
Countries will be served, at no extra cost. The performance will be held
on Feb. 4, at 8:00 p.m. in the S.U. ballroom. Tickets are available at the
'S.U. Information Booth. Ticket price will be $1.00 for ESC and $1.50 for
the Public.
MBA PROGRAM AT BABSON
General Information Sessions are sponsored by the Graduate Admissions Office of Babson College. The purpose of these functions is to
p.rovide prospective students with information and answer questions
aoout the MBA Program offered by Babson. Representatives from the
offices of Graduate Admissions, Academic Advisement Career Counseling and Financial Aid will participate in the Gene~al Information
Sessions.
Next Session: Tuesday, February 24,1981,6:00 p.m. to approximately
7:30 p.m. Write to the Director, Graduate Admission, Babson College,
Babson Park (Wellesley), MA 02157. Telephone 235-1200 extension
319.
'
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Discussion group~ will begin meeting the Second Week in February, one
hour a week, untt! the March vacation. Each group is limited to 20-25
persons a~d will meet at a central campus location at a commonly agreed
day and tIme. The deadline for indicating your interest in any of the
following workshops is February 4.
".On !3~coming Christians" -- Christians are always trying to be ChristIan. It IS an unfortunate mistake to think that being a Christian is a fixed
and finalized state of arrival.
"Working Through My Hangups" ., Personal growth begins with inner
change, a look at our emotions, relationships, values and lifestyles in
college.
"The Gospel and the Secular University" -. Many students who come
from a Christian background find many of the values represented in the
life-styles of other students of religious faith or non-faith to be one of
confusion and frustration.
.
"So -- Now You're Engaged" -- For those persons who are currently
engaged or planning for that moment.
"Soap Operasand Moral Decisions" -- Many persons watch the soap
operas regularly, These "soaps" convey moral values in relation to
individual behavior, life-styles and relationships of men and women_
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The Suicide Rate Drops
Among College Students

Announcements
The History Club is sponsoring a trip to New Orleans from March 7 to 14
at the cost of$150.00: Sign up February 5,11:00 to 12:00, across from the
bookstore, Deposit of $50.00 cash, nonrefundable.

THE COMMENT

Suicide among college students is
not at the relatively high rates that
most experts previously thought,
according to a recent study.
Two researches, Allen J.
Schwartz and Clifford B. Reifler,
now assert that the incidence of
suicide is "significantly lower"
among college students than among
non-student 20 to 24 year olds.
The researchers' findings
contradict most previous studies,
which showed the suicide rate
among students to be anywhere
from 11 to 50 times higher than
among others of the same age
group. Schwartz and several
student health officials, however,
concede that suicide rates are
dUficult to measure and that even
this study may be slanted by underreporting.
"There are so many ways people
can commit suicide and not have it
detected," points out Dr. Randolph
Catlin, director of Harvard's
psychiatric clinic. "Some ways are
obvious, and some ways are
completely hidden."
"It's not hard to know if
somebody takes a gun and shoots
himself," says Yale psychiatrist
Robert Arnstein, "but if he falls off a
cliff, he may have been just a bad

rock climber."
Schwartz, a psychiatrist at the
University of Rochester, adds that
insurance restrictions - companies
don't pay in suicide cases - and
religious or family stigmas against
self-destruction may also cause
under-repolting of suicide.
Yet Schwartz and Reifler believe
their study - it showed a suicide
rate of seven in 100,000, versus 17.3
in 100,000 among all 20 to 24 year
olds - is more accurate than the
previous research.
Schwartz claims earlier· studies
were flawed by a "non-random
sampling of time_" The studies, he
says, tend to occur just after an
abnormal number of suicides
happen.
Campus suicides, in fact, do tend
to come in bunches. A University of
New Mexico research project into
suicide bf;lgan early in 1980 after two
UNM Hospital staffers killed
themselves within five months of
each other. In a ten-week period
during spring, 1980, jhere were five
suicides at the University of Floriaa.
These kinds of statistical
"abnormalities," Schwartz
contends, help swell estimates of
college suicide' rates. Yale's

Arnstein agrees. "The actual rate is
almost impossible to figure out," he
says. ''If you count one or don't
count one, that makes a
tremendous difference."
Schwartz also attributes prior
notions of high college suicide rates
to the kinds of campuses studied.
Those notions came from
"information coming from schools
like Harvard, Berkeley and Yale,
where the rates are higher."
But Arnstein says suicide is
uncommon at Yale ("We have one
about every other Yefir"), while
Harvard's Catlin doesn't know the
figures. "These are not figures
schools tend to publish."
In claiming that "student suicide
rates aren't really different from
those. of other people of the same
age group." Schwartz is consistant
with a growing suspicion that
stressful academic pressures may
riot be as emotionally dIsfiguring as
previously thought.
"It really isn't fair to implicate the
university completely," says L.
Thomas Cummings, Arizona
State's director of st,udent mental
health services_ He says academic
stress is more a "validating factor"
than a "primary" motive for suicide.

The U.S. vs. Racism
Greenville, SC (CPS)-A small
fundamentalist coilege here may
lose its.tax.exempt status because it
forbids interracial dating or
marriage on the campus.
1n the most recent development
in a decade-long battle between Bob
jones Univeristy and the federal
government, the U.S. Court of
Appeals ruled during the winter
intersession that the school's
prohibition of interr.acial dating
conflicted with the nation's "broad
public interest" in eliminating dating
discrimination. Consequently, the
college might have to start paying
federal taxes for the first time.
Bob jones started the battle
when it sued the federal governmnet
to establish the principle that it was'
not liable for paying $21 in federal,
unemployment taxes.
The government responded with

fundamentalist school in a similar
battle with the government saw
ominous trends in the conrt ruling.
The decision "is a deflnite denial
of constitutional and human rights,".
says Carl Mclntyre, chancellor of
Shelton College in Cape May, N.J.
Rules dictating whom a student may
or may not date "are for the good of
the college. It is their business in the
free exercise of religion as to what
kind of rules they want to pass."
McIntyre says Shelton College is
also fighting what he sees as
government "regulation" of
religious schools. The tiny college,
with an enrollment of less than 100,
has sued the State of New Jersey in
conjunction with the school's
refusal to comply willi state
accrediting procedures,· McIntyre'
says.

a counterclaIm that the tour-year,
non-accredited university actually
owed unemployment taxes of nearly
$490,000 for 1971-1975.
The Internal Revenue Service
eventually joined the fray, charging
that Bob Jones was ineligible for tax:
exempt status. The recent Appeals
Court ruling overturned an earlier
U.S. District Court decision that the
IRS could not withdraw the college's
tax exemption.
The Appeals Court ruling,
handed down in Richmond, ·Va.,
said the government should "not be
providing indirect support for any
educational organization that
discriminates on the basis of race."
Neither university founder and,
current president Bob Jones nor
any school representative would
comment on the ruling.
But the head of another

BQy(&jI'PIWS ·TRAVEL CONSULTANTS LTD. PRESENTS

~

UDWEISER=~

B·E·
R
·
M
·
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D·
A
COLLEGE WEEKS
'.

.A Round ..1rip

FEATURES INCLUDED
scheduled air transportation via American Airlines with

meals and beverage service enroute. 18 Days/7 Nights Accommodation
in Bermuda. Choose an apartment/cottage with kitchen, Mermaid Beach

Club (condominiums), or luxurious accommodations

at Elbow Beach Surf

Club.· 1, Full Breakfast and' Gourmet Dinner Daily if you choose
Mermaid Beach or Elbow Beach· a!1d Surf Club.

1. Round.. trip transfers

between Bermuda airport and your accommodations. : Com~limentary
Beer.. Bucks from Bu,lweiser. Good for a free surprise. 1 Discount k.ok..
let for huge savings in pubs, shops and tourist attractions. '1 Free College
Weeks 1981 Jogging Shorts.

1 Optional dependable and low..cost (moped)

rental available. \College Week Counesv Card•

.A For .More Information, Contact

_0 ON 94-7-7 3 66
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Classifieds
PERSONALS
Donald, I love you always, Elizabeth
linda· Watch out for an Italian
prince and a knight in shining armor.
OK?-Princess
Lisa and Lori: Sure do miss you
guys! Hope Pope is happy for ya.LOI..Ie Peg
We suggest you trolls bring you
cummes up or else you won't be
with us smarter ones next year. No
more TV or snappa hunting on
weekdays. If you stop with the after·
noon encounters you might do
better.· Two intelligent friends
T.M.W.M.LT.W.W.W.·Another note
to tell you how much I love you and
need you. Thanks for everything
hon ... for being such a sweetheart
... for being you. I love you, now and
always! -Love always-Bonita P.S.
You are everything to me!
To: The 6 Pack-You're a great
group, and I love ya!!! Thanks for all
of your support and encourage·
ment, I really appreciated it! I am
glad I got to meet you and, more
importantly, have you as friends.
Love-Leader of the Pack
To: Puss· Puss-Thanks for being
such a good sport. Don't everreveal
our identity or your "hush·hush"
money (M&M's) will be immediately
revoked. Signed, The Maharajas
Lynn and Sheila-Thanks for the
renting of the room last semester. It
helped me keep my sanity. Also
. thanks in the aiding and abetting in
the "crime". Now we can all share in
the "sweet" taste of success. Don't
get drunk without us. We will be
looking forward to it-Nanette
Marianne Doyle - room 506 Shea .
See much of Jerry last weekend.
Did you say you were going to name
your first born Melvin? RememberIt's Harry I'm planning to marry.
You're a DEEPly attractive person!
Love, Judy-cakes
Bubbles . Need any pants sewed?
We do a good job, the rates are
cheap, and it's guaranteed to last.
Oh man! I can't believe it! Come by
anytime. We have great powder
shows! The Seamstresses
To Bob . Let me tell you what happened . At first I was afraid, I was
petrified. Kept thinking I could
never live without you by my side.
By the way, Thomm McCanns
doesn't sell nylons. Easy! Signed,
Couple #2 from Brooklyn, New
York
Marathon Man: What's new? I miss
riot getting to see you anymore. Last
semester you were a bright spot in
my life, but now it's so different.
Come visit me sometime in the M.L.
. Sophia
N .J. - So far so good, only one more
dry month. So you think my nose is
really long? If you hear a loud noise,
push away! Eeh . Eeh! Chicken·
Legs.
Darling: It's been a year ... it's also
been eight months. Did I ever tell
you you're wonderful!? Never going
back again! Love, ME P.S. Plastic
cups don't make noise either.
LMR: Here we are - Semester 8t It'll
be a great one! This is it! Gotta get
this personal in by eleven, so ..
Here's to ·22 and counting. Just
remember ... T.O.Y. XXX CAB382
To Gorman 238 or 6·6466, We've
crossed that bridge so long and
wide, My luv for you I cannot hide.
Please consider my_ friendship
longer, And you'll discover it is
much stronger. I'm here only for you
... still.
Thank you again, Ben, for making a
complete Fool of yourself .. , T.D.
Teddy Wordsworth is sleeping very
well at night now.
Mom: Hang in there, it can only get
better. We're drivin' our lives away
... Love, The College Girl
Want to form a band? Singer looks
for musicians .. Call or visit Wood
Hall Room 27.
To everyone at 21 School St. Hope
you't"e all back next year

Ann: Let's 'hope e\!er~.'thing works
out fine. I love you. Steve
Shlong Man: Is it true that one flew
over the Cuckoo's Nest? I hope you
like you like your new brush. Why
don't you grow a beard? It wOtlld
make you look quite distinguished.
TLA, "S"

HELP WANTED
Earn up to $1,000 or more
for a few evenings work. No
selling. J\,lst hang posters on
your campus advertising our
half-price tours of Europe. For
details, write: TRAVEL
STUDY INTERNATIONAL,
2030 East 4800 South, Suite
101, Salt Lake City, UT 84117
-FELLOW STUDENTS-

For Floor, Carpet and
General Cleaning CALL:
-Dave BurnsCollege Cleaning Service
947-9528
10% OFF with Student·ID

"Let us do your dirty work"

The Assembly of God
•
Opens A New Chapel In
Bridgewater
FaIth Chapel Assemblies of God
officially opened '.l.!ith its first public
worship service on Sunday, January
18th. According to Rev. Dean M.
Nowotny, pastor, the new
congregation will meet temporarily
at the Knights of Columbus Hall,
420 Broad St. (Rte. 18),
Bridgewater.
The church is a cooperative effort
between local residents and the
Southern New England District of
the Assemblies of God,
headquartered in Auburn, Mass.
There are approximately 115
Assembly of God churches in the
district.
Pastor Nowotny previously
assisted in two churches and
pas to red the Assembly of God
church in Belmont, Mass. During
the past year he has ministered in
, churches throughout Mass. and in
churches in Maine, Rhode Island,
and New York. He attended
Emerson College, and was
graduated from Central Bible
Coll~ge in Springfield, Missouri.
While there he was named to Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities. He has also taken
graduate courses at Eastern
Nazarene College. He and his wife
Susan have one child, Nathan, age

t
,

anOare expee

in the near future.
Faith Chapel is one of the 260 new
churches being established by the
Assemblies of God across the
nation this ·year. The 65 year old
denomination now has 9400
churches in the U.S. with a total
Sunday school enrollment of 1.3
million and an adult church
membership of 932,000. Worldwide
constituency of the Assemblies of
God is 9 million. It is the largest
church group jn the modern
Pentecostal movement.
Faith C~apel ~e.gan 2~!:? months

4

ago as a home Hlble study, since
then attendance has more than
tripled. Pastor Nowotny attributes
this growth to .Biblically sound
preaching and the people's belief in
such Biblically sound doctrines as
being born again through Jesus
Christ, the Baptism In the Holy
Spirit evidenced by speaking in
unknown tongues, divine healing
and the second coming of Christ.
Faith Chapel has taken I
Corinthians 4:20, "For the kingdom
of God is not a matter of talk but of
power," a6 a goal for its worship
services and m;nistries.
With Fatt!, Chapei being so
conveniently located to Bridgewater
State, Pastor Nowotny would like to
encourage the student body and
faculty to consider -attending Faith
Chapel's Services which are held at
the Knights of Columbus Hall at
10:30 a.m. on Sundays and at 7:30
p.m. on Wedn~sdays. On Sunday
evenings the church conducts a
home Bible study/prayer meeting.
Those desiring more information
about Faith Chapel or the
Assemblies of God denomination
are encouraged to write to P.O. Box
427, Bridgewater, MA 02324, or Gall
588-5850.
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Career Planni~g and
Placement Office
Spring '81 Semester
Below are listed just some of the activities of the CPP Office this semester. In
addition to these, there are many other events that are in the planning stages
and will be publicized once plans are firmed up. To keep up to date, please
check the CPP bulletin board near the bookstore in the Student Union or check
with the Office. The office is located on the ground floor of the Student Union
next to the candy counter.

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
UP TO SPRING BREAK
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

20
20
22
27
27
28

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2
4
6
10
11
17 '
18
24
26

Monday
Wednesday
Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
. Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday

Mar. 2
Mar. 3
Mar. 3

12:00 noon
6:00pm
!2:00pm
11:00am
7:00pm
1:00pm
2:00pm
12:30pm
10:00am
7:00pm
3:00pm
6:00pm
3:00pm
11:0Qam
11:00am
3:00pm
2:46pm
6:00pm

The office hours are Monday through Friday, 9-5, and Tuesdays nights
from 6-9pm. Studen1s are welcomer on either an appointment or walk-in
basis. an appointment is recommended to insure that you receive the
time and attention you need to discuss your concerns. Our s1aff consists
of: Denny Ciganovic, Director, Susan Gallitano and Brian Salvaggio,
Graduate Assistants, and Sheila Davis, Office Secretary. To make an
appointment, our phone number is 697-8321, ext. 485.
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING PROGRAM

(Sign-ups and resumes required)

Resume
Resume
Resume
Graduate School
Graduate School
Graduate School
Resume
Job Alternatives for College Graduates
Resume
Job Alternatives for College Graduates
1st Part-Special Series
Resume
2nd Part-Special Series
Resume
Resume
Resume
Resume
Interviewing

Jan. 28--U.S. Marines, All majors. Officer Candidate School
Jan. 29-U.S.Marines, All majors. Officer Candidate School
Feb. 3, Boston Public Schools---Teachers in Spec.Ed., Speech Path., Bilingual
Ed., Math, Visual Resources
FEb. 5, Northwestern Mutual Life---AII majors. Sales positions
Feb. 10. Peace Corps---AII majors. Volu nteers for Overseas in variety of fields and
areas
Feb. 17, Northwestern Mutual Insurance Co.---Soph. and Juniors only. For its
internship program
Feb. 24, King Leather Prodcuts, Inc.---AII majors. For manufacturing trainee
position
Feb. 25, Summer Job Fair; 25-30 employers from New England area---AII majors.
Many types of pOSitions
Feb. 26, U.S. NavY---AIl majors. Officer Candidate School
Mar. 25, U.S. Marines---AII majors. Officer Candidate School
Mar. 26, U.S. Marines---all majors. Officer Candidate School
Apr. 2, S. Windsor (CT.) Public Schools---Teacher Ed., Elem. and Secondary Ed.

Upcoming Graduate/Professional
School Exams
EXAM
G.R.E.
G.M.A.T. (Business)
Veterinary Aptitude
L.S.A.T. (Law)
Optometry

NEXT EXAM DATE
Feb. 7. 1981
Apr. 25, 1981
June 13, 1981
March 21, 1981
March 21, 1981
Feb. 21, 1981
June 20, 1981

APPLICATION DEADLINE
Jan, 2 .. ,1981
March 20, 1981
May 8, 1981
Feb. 16,1981
March 2. 1981
Jan. 22, 1981
May 21,1981

March 14, 1981

Feb. 14,,1981

Apr.3, Windsor Public Schools---AII areas, K-12
Apr. 8, Prudential Life Ins. Co.---AII majors. Sales representative positions
Apr. 9, Spaulding Youth Center (N.H.)---Special Ed, Psychology
Apr. 14, Middletown (CT.) Public Schools---Teacher Ed., Sec. Ed.) Math,
Science, Foreign Lang., Speech, Lib. SCience, Indust. Arts .• Psychologists, Soc.
Worker
Apr. 22-24, MERC (Mass. Education Recruiting Consortium) At Wheelock
College in Boston--.-Teacher Ed. Recruiters from 50-55 out-of-state school
systems will interview Education graduates who are willing to relocate. Desired
backgrounds and school information will be available in the C.P.P. Office about
April ,1, 1981.
Apr. 23, Guardian Ufe Insurance Co.---AII majors. Sales representative positions
Apr. 29, G.T.E. Shareholders Services, Inc.--AII majors. Trainees in financial
service field
Apr. 30, Health Consultants,lnc.---Earth Science an,d Chemistry(field oriented)

SPECIAL EVENTS
Special Programs and Other Services
Offered by C.P.P.
Feb. 10, 1981--Peace Corps Program
Peace Corps program is co,..sponsored by Social Action Club
and C.P.P. Office. There will be a movie on the Peace Corps
followed by a discussion perioq at 11 am in L-12 of the Maxwell
Library.
"

Feb. 11 and 18---2 Part Workshop'
There will b~ a two-part workshop for seniors. Limited to 14
with sign-ups. Deadline is "Feb. 4, 1981. lndepth coverage of
resumes, interviewing, and job search.

Feb. 19, 1981---Senior Education Major Mig.
, The Senior Education Major Meeting will be held at 11 am in the
Library Lecture Hall. There will be an explanation of how to apply
for certification and set up aplacment credential file.
Feb. 25, 1981 Summer Job Fair
The Car"ear Planning and Placement Office and the Financial
Aid Office are co-sponsoring a summer job fair here on campus
(10am-2pm in the' Student Union). We expect to have 30-50
camps and other flmployers here who will be hiring for summer.
Mark your calendar now!!!
April 22-24---MERC
The Mass. Educational Recruiting Consortium for senior
education majors will be held in Boston during these dates. Over
50 out-of-state school systems will interviewed graduates. Look
for future announcements.

There is a tremendous amount of information available on
Volunte'er Opportunities in S.E. Mass and the Boston area. An
increasing ,number of Internship Programs are available to the
interested student and include all types of majors. A few of the
ones we have on file are; CAIR, Common Gause, Mas$.PIRG,
WEAL, Mass. I ntern Program, Newspaper Fund. We have
reference books listing programs throughout the country.
For seniors considering business careers, there is a great book
that will help in your job search entitled, College Placement
Annual, 1981. In it, are listed 1300 national firms that hire college
graduates with all types of backgrounds and majors. Stop by the
Office to pick up your copy. A limited number are available, so
stop in early.
Seniors consideringempJoyment with the Federal government
in many cases need to take the PACE (Professional
Administrative and Career Exam)Exam this year. The important
dates are: Jan: 19"'Feb. 13, 1981 (applications accepted) and
March7-May 2, 1981 (testing). Before Signing up, you sign up,
you need to determine the position(s) and agency for which you
are qualified and interested. The book to use is Starting POint on
the Federal Civil Service Shelf.·
Some other services offered Include; career counseling,
information on Civil Service Employment (state and federal),
teaChing, working and studying overseas, summer jobs
throughout the q.S.A., full and part-time jobs (education and
non-education). graduate and professional stu'tiy advising, and"
information on business related positions.
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Rock at 27%
by Joe McDonald

Back in 1971, Bryan Ferry decided that he was going to lead a group of
the most promising young men in society. He began rehearsals with
saxophonist Andy Mackay. bassist Graham Simpson, keyboardist Brian
Eno, drummer Paul Thompson, and guitarist David O'List. The group
became an avant-garde band named Roxy Music.
Among the British fans, Roxy was a big hit. "Virginia Plain" (the only
cut featuring Kenton) went to #4 on the British charts; the album reached
#6. Deciding that it was time to conquer the colonies. the band embarked
on their first American tour. The tour was a critical and financial disaster
and the group, deciding that at least success on one continent was better
than none at all, returned to Mother England to begin work on their
second album.
Rik Kenton left the group and was soon replaced by John Porter. In
Marth of 1973,For Your Pleasure (bearing a cover photo of Amanda
Lear walking a black panther) was released and promptly went to #3, as
did the single "Pyjamarama." In July, Erio left the group. Most people
attribute the split to a "musical personality clash" with Ferry. He went on
to record No Pussyfooting (with King Crimson's Robert Fripp), Here
Come the Warm Jets, and Taking Tiger Mountain by Stategy.
Unfased by his departure, the group hired Eddie Jobson and John
Gustafson (who replaced John Porter on bass). The third album,
Stranded, was released in August. Playbcy's Playmate of the Year,
Marilyn Cole, graced the cover, and more conservative stage show
graced the concert circuit. The funny suits and the glitter was replaced
by the natural look. Following a successfui British tour, Ferry began
work on his first soloalbum, Those Foolish Things, Mackay recorded In
Search of Eddie Riff. and Manzanera finished his now classic (and
extremely hard ·to find) Diamond Head. Soon the group was reuinited
Scenes From The City: an
and the fourth album was begun.
exhibition of black and white
John Wetton replaced Gustafson for their T'974 tour. rerry was named
photography by Geoffrey Aronson
2nd best male' singer by the British press and began work on his second
at the Student Union Gallery, 3rd
solo album, Another Time, Another Place. In 1975, Siren was released.
floor. Open for viewing Mon.·
The single, "Love is the Drug" went Top 40 in the U.S. (their first U.S.
Thurs.. 12-4 and 6·9, Fri. 12-4,
hit), but the group was falling hard times. Ferry:u.ggested that the group
through Feb. 6
take a brief sabbatical. This sabbatiql! lasted rour years.
. ___ _
Then in 1979, Ferry, Manzanera, Mackay and Tho'mpson got together
Wood Carvings: by Nicholas
and with the help of Gary Tibbs, Alan Spenner and former Ace keyEdmonds at the Art Building
boardist Paul Carrack, they recorded Manifesto. The single, "Dance
Gallery. Open iorviewingMon,-Fri.,
Away" became an FM favorite and the group embarked on a highly
8-4 through Feb. 6
successful World tour. Now Roxy has released their seventh studio
album, their ninth overall. It bears the tit1e Flesh and Blood.
Visions: A display of original oil
The band's lineup i? pretty much the same, with Ferry handlling
paintings by Kevin Garrity, at
. vocals, Manzanera on guitar, Mackay on sax, Tibbs.=md Spenner on
Maxwell library, 3rd floor gallery,
bass, and Carrack on keyboards. New to the group ar8Allan Schwartzthrough Feb. 15. Sponsored by the
berg, Andy Newmark and Simon Phillips on drums, Neil Jason on bass,
BSe.Arts for All Club
and Neil Hubbard on guitar. And what of Roxy's sound. It's classic Roxy!
The disc opens with a remake of Wilson Pickett's "In the Midnight
Hour." This version is not as raw as the original. The cutting edge is
smoothed by Ferry's melodious voice and Mackuy's saxes. A Ferry
composition, "Dh yeah" is next and is possibly the prettiest song that
the group has ever done. It's the story of a tune that becomes" our song," r+-~"·············"'··········"········"···"·.
if.
J U L .
if you know what I mean. The lyrics are touching. For example: "it's some ..
times since we said goodbye and now we lead our separate lives. But
where am I where can I go? Driving alone to a movie show so! turn to the
sounds in my car." We've all felt the feeling, Bryan. And tak~ heart, you
fan~ of tOuch dancing. This song is for you! . , .
"Same Old Scene" roars out through the speakers. The sonS'. which
also appeared on the soundtrack to the movie, Times Square, h2l.5a bea~
that is a cross between "Heart of Glass" and calypso. No matter how
hard you try, you can't keep your feet from tapping. "Flesh and Blood,"
the title track, is like that, too. Ferry handles guitar on this Cll! and does
so with a vengeance. The backbeat supplied by Spenner, Newm<1rk arl~~
,Schwartzberg is bizzare (very reminiscent of "Manifesto~').;The song
Broad St. (Route 18) Bridgewater Center.... 697-4446
:
just pounds away at your insides, all the while hitting you with lyrics like :
"you'd nail her if you could, but she says love me for my mind." It's great.
"My Only Love" closes side one on a somewhat mellow note. This is not
to say that it is less potent than any other cut, it's just"that Ferry's
keyboards hang over the song like a cloud, .leaving an eerie touch
throughout the entire song. Nice sax break by Mj:lckay.
Side two opens with "Over you," a bouncy little song that seems to
have crawled right out of a 1950's sock hop. A funky little keyboardguitar break adds some punch to the song which eventually mixes into an
interesting reworking of The Byrd's "Eight Miles High." This version is
a tighter one, with four or five vocal layers, a strong (almost disco)
backbe;;lt, and Manzanera's skillfully delicious guitarwork: Ferry's
"Rain, Rain, Rain" hooks you from the first. three bars. The moog .
pounds out a synchopated rhythm followed by Schwartzberg's counter·
sync drumming that leaves the listener wondering what willtome next.
The whole song is very much like Phil Spector's wall of sound
productions. .
.
~ Ferry and Manzanera combine talents on "No Strange Delight"
which sounds like a cross between "Eight Miles High," "Flesh and
Blood" and "Manifesto." Interesting piano breaks highlights this one.
"Running Wild," another Ferry·Manzanera effort, closes the album.
This is definitely a dancing song (note: I said dancing, not disco), the kind
where you take your partner's hand and lead him/her across the floor. A
beautiful song and. a nice w""y to end up. The disc lasts for about 40
minutes, yet it seems to go on forever.
Do yourself a favor. Look into the most unusual band around·· Rbxy
Music. Maybe with a little support, they can finally break the American
industry. The album may be tough to find because so few copies have
been sold. If your local record store doesn't have it, tell him to get it now
and maybe he can be known as the "man who introduced Roxy to
.
America"· (of course it's not true, -but maybe he . won't know the
difference.)
•
Be back next week with news and reviews from the rock world.
~······
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Spot

On
Bore
Beach
by Betsy Hansen

Once upon a time, thousands and
thousands of drive-in theaters dotted suburbia. Most of these theaters, since they were deemed as a
blight upon the. town by virtue of
existence, were located on the outskirts of town. Every weekend, teenagers would converge upon the
drive-in to party, eat, and "socialize"
without parental observance. A new
need arose for films that could be
shown cheaply and had enough vio·
lence and blood to satisfy the teen·
age preoccupation with grossness if
by chance one bothered to watch
the movie. Thus the "B" horror
movie came into existence.

Extras!
But alas, the drive-ins were raxed
to become shopping malls and restaurants. The remaining theaters
were closed for the season, leaving
all the cheap horror movies with no
place to play. Eventually. these films
were picked up by the multi-screen
theater complexes where there is no
choice but to watch the movie.
What does this have to do with
"Blood Beach"? Everything, since
this movie is the latest in the line of
low-budget horror movies that now
cost $4.00 to see. There is nothing in
this film worth 50 cents, let alone
$4.00, but here is one gets upon
admission:

Four murders
One old lady
One dog
One Sw ed i sh- b land type
stewardess
One would-be rapist
Two mutilations
The film is 90 minutes long, so
there is a murder every 37y:! minutes
and a mutilation every 45 minutes.
Therefore, the film hjas long
stretches where no one is getting
killed, so, in order to fill the gaps
between murders there is: .
A'shopping cart lady
Some stone·faced T.V.
anchormen
A half-baked love story
Sgt. Royko, a Chicago policeman,
who is so endearingly obnoxious
that he becomes the only interesting
character in the whole film.
f

In order to be a successful cheap
horror movie, there are three attitudes which must be employed.
First, an attempt to cram as much
violence and gore as possible into,
the film such as "Friday the 13th:'
Another is to satirize some component of American life along the idea
of George Romero's "Dawn of the
Dead." If either fails, the only
recourse is to be so ridiculous that
the r<:!sult is hysterically funny, as in
the case of "Don't Answer the
Phone." "Blood Beach" 'does
none of these things.
Do not see "Blood Beach"
unless it is playing in the middle
of July at the Skyview Drive~ln,
and bring a good date. in that
case, there will be enough distraction to be saved from being
bored to death.

Sports
·MONDAYS:
TUESDAYS:
WEDNESDAYS:
THURSDAYS:
FRIDAYS:
SATURDAYS:
SUNDAYS:

7 - 10 pm, (Closed 4/20.25)
10 pm, (Closed 2/160

7:30·9 am
7:30 - Noon
7:30 - 9 am
7:30 - Noon
7:30 - 9 am

8·
8·
77-

1 - 4 pm
1 ·4 pm

WAL ··IN QUIET STRENGTH

The

*Pool will be closed on the following
dates:

3/6 (5 pm) - 3/23 (7:30 am)
Spring Break

4/17 - 4/20
Easter Break

Swimming
The pool will be closed for recreational swimming on the following
dates due to home swim meets:

Hours

10 pm
10 pm (Closed 1/15)
10 pm

Pool

1/16, 1/24. 1/30, 2/7, 2/10. 2/21,
2/24,2/26

Cross Country Skis
Cross.country ski eq,-!ipment is '
available for use by currently
enrolled students, faculty, and staff
at Bridgewater State College
through the Recreation Program.
The cross-country eq.uipment
room is located at the bottom of the
stairwell leading to the men's locker
room off of the Kelly Gymnasium
main lobby.
Anyone wishing to use this equipment may do so by leaving his/her
valid B.S.C. LD. card and arefundable deposit. (Check or money order
only - no cash acccepted). Only
one set of equipment per I.D.
The following. rates will be in
effect: Skis/boots/poles - $20.00;
Skis/poles - $15.00; Boots $5.00. The·J.D. card and deposit will
be returned when the equipment is
brought back.
Anyone wishing to use the equipment over a weekend may r~eserve

in advnace on a sign-up sheet provided on the equipment room door.
Equipment may then be picked· up
on Friday and ~MUST BE
RETURNED NO LATER THAN
THAT FOLLOWING MONDAY.
Equipment used during the weekdays M-W-F may be picked up at the
equipment room. during posted
hours and MUST BE RETURNED
THE FOLLOWING MORNING
(check posted hours). No advanc~
reservation is needed.
ANYONE RETURNING EQUfPMENT IN LATE WILL BE FINED
ON A DAILY BASIS - $2.00 for
every day late. Persons \osingequipment or returning damaged equipment will be fined accordingly.
CROSS-COUNTRY' EQUIPMENT ROOM HOURS - 3rd
Quarter Mondays, 10-11; 2-4.
Wednesdays, 10-11; 2-4. Fridays, 1·

3.

If you've ever wanted to be in
great shape, lose weight, build coordination and strength and learn selfdefense, then this article is worth
reading.
A new club has been started at
Bridgewater. The Shotokan Karate
Club of B.S.C. has been underway
since last semester. It is now starting
its second successful semester and
new members are being accepted.
All students - both male 'and
female ~ are welcomed.

Women
qnbeatable odds. thats what the
Bridgwater Womens Jl,mior Varsity
basketball team faced on December
27th in the opening game of the Massasoit Christmas tournament.
Unfortunately, Bridgwater was only
capable of mustering up a strenght
of seven, players. in the line-up .as
compared to their usual twelve.
Two of those seven,.Janine Ledoux
and Joanne Lambert, had been
. badly injured. in their game against
Framingham .State on December
11 tho Already. Coach Carol was
worried. But to make matters
worse, the team hadn't been able to
practice since Ibefore finals week.
Odds against them, Bridgwater lost
the opener to Massachusetts Bay
College, dispite the fine efforts of
high scorers Joanne Lambert and

The price for students is $45.00
per semester. The Karate Club has
opened .up instruction to staff and
faculty at B.S.C. They may come
and participate for a price of$3.00
per class. The Club meets Tuesday
and Friday nights from 7:00 to 9:00
and beginners ar~ greatly
welcomed.
Remember, you must start somewhere and expensive is not what we
are looking for. May people believe
that participating in_Karate means

kiCking, punching and getting hurt.,
This is not true. The goal of our Club
is. to build ourselves to totalcoordination of mind and body.
The Skotokan Karate Club is a
year round sport. We meet in U.G.4
of the Student Union building. One
of our basic goals is to build a large,
strong, participating club. In the
next issue of The Comment I will
report on our first Karate tourna~
merit last semester.

Play In
Christmas Tourney
Betsy Etter.
On Sunday, Bridgwater faced
Tunxis college in the consolation
game. T unxis had lost to Massasoit
College on Saturday. Bridgwater
was able to add one more player to
their line-up, and they knew Sunday's game would not force them.to
face inescapable doom,
The ex.citement began when the
starting· line-up, Jqnine Ledoux,
. Joanne Lambert. MiChelle Moody,
Pat Santin, and Betsy Etter,was
annouced as each player ran out
onton the court.
Bridgwater took an early .lead in
the game and at the end of the first
quarter they led 24-0 .. The quality
ball control of guards, Ledoux, Lambert, Ann Gilday and Carolyn Buckley was an element that made the

glime a fasf moving on for Bridgwater; Yet T unxis was not very
quick on their feet and Bridgwater
led at the half 47-8.
Things couldn't have looked better for Bridgwater as' they gave all
they could and opened up their lead
in the third quarter. There was sure
to be no catching up for Tunxis as
long as forwards Etter, Moody, Pat
Santin and Chris Openshaw were
pulling down the bounds and the
guards kept scoring.
Michelle Moody with 19 points,
Janine Lambert with 18 and Janine
Ledoux with 14 points took the
honors for high scorers. The final
score was rat her' embarrassing for
Tunxis but an accomplishment for
Bridgwater as they won the game
84-19.
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The Bears Are Back
Conference team as a kicker and
punter. Dave also \),las was nominated to the ECAC first team as a
punter. Defensive end Tom Hart
made the first ECAC team. Also
selected on the New England Conference first team was defensive
tackle Bob Colangeli and defensive
back Tim Millerick. Defensive end
Pe.ter Lacey was nqminMed honorqble mention on the All-Conference
team.
At the season end break-up
dinner at the Capeway· Manor in
Brockton the coaching staff
announced that Dave White was

Bridgewater-- The Bridgewater
State College Football "Bears"
turned their record around this season posting a 5-3-1 season. In 1980
the "Bears" were 3-5-l.
The key to the "Bears" success
was a strong kicking game and
defense. Many of the players who
performed in these areas were
honored in All-Star selections. Captain Dave White of Gloucester was
nominated to thr.ee all-star first
teams for his linebacker play-UPI
small college, New England Football
Conference, and ECAC Division III
all-stars. Dave Hickey was nominated to the New England Football

selected the Most Valuable Player
by his teammates. Sam Scola, a
senior flanker. received the Sportsmanship Award. Kicking specialist
Dave Hickey was selected to
receive the Coaches Award for his
contribution to BSC football.
- II was announced at the dinner
that Bob Colangeli and Tim Millerich would co·captain the "Bears" in
1981.
Following is the list of 1980
letterman:
.
Gary Ackerman-Rowley
Steve Aliberti-Winthrop
Scott Buchannan-Mansfield

Dave Buckley~Milford
Larry Burnham-Gloucester
Steve Baillargeon-Watertown
Kevin Cobban- North Quincy
Bob Coiangeli-Medford
Joe Conceicao--Lowell
Tom Conrad-Gloucester
Mitch Degere-Williamstown
Mike Deluga-South Yarmouth
Bob Devereaux-Natick
Mark Eldridge'c-Melrose
Pat Greeley-Milton
Eugene Griffin-Holyoke
Tom Hart-Holyoke
Vin Harte-North Quincy
Dave Hickey-Hingham

Wayne Hyde-Burlington
Pat Kiley-Lynn
Peter Lacey- Holyoke
Rick Leblanc-Peabody
Chris Lupinski- Waltham
Mike McGrath-Winthrop
George McGarrmon-Quincy
Ron McCarthy-MaIden
Tim Millerick--Winthrop
Dave Robichaud-Concord
Matt Roche-- Worcester
Mike Rogers-Hull
Sam Scola-Gloucester
Mark Shaughnessy-Lowell
Mike Shaver-Fitchburg
Dave White-Gloucester

IM/REC NEWS
\

BSC Intramural program was in
full swing Monday, January. 26th
with the womens' baske'tball
playoffs beginning and the men tapping off their basketball season. The
Kelly Gymnasium was full of action.
In the women's games the competition was close with two out of the
four games having a point difference
of only two points. Confusion Plus
.took on th~ Courousers who came
off their regular. season with a 7-0
record and defeated them by the
score of 20·18. The faithful Shining
Stars who struggled their wasy into
the playoffs were defeated by two
28-26 to end their finiJl season at
BSe In the final two games the
Whittaker Warriors. defeated the

BASSES
DOlT
DEEPER

Pretenders by the score of25-22 anJ
the Nuts II ended the Mousekete2rs
hopes of gaining a BSe 1M championship T-shirt by defending them
29-12. With some of Bridgewater
fina~t advancing the games are sure
to be action filled.
The men tapped off to what could
be one of t he most competitive ones
in some years. As Marty Trahan
says "League 1 is extremely competitive" and there should be many
good games.
ill league 1 the ever famolls I.b.'s
romped over the Rough Raiders 56·
32 while the Sky Kings put down the
Muffdivers by a score of 48·41. The
last game in this league was won by
Hound Dog Hotel who informed the

faculty Intimidators they need some
more work-61-50.
In league 2 the Alpha Wild Pigs
walked over the Crusaders 38-21
while the Awt won over EMO's 2921. The Assassins lived up to their
name by putting the Rams down 2816.
Two games in league 3 were
played with the Hustlers winning
over the Polecats by 10 and the Pygmies from the congo winning a close
game over the Quinones by one
point.
BE SURE TO CATCH SOME
OF THE GAMES-SUPPORT
YOUR FAVORITE TEAM. Schedules and standings are posted on
the 1M bulletir1 board.

SULL Y'S CORNER
When I was asked to be sports
editor of the Comment, I was
ecstatic. What a prestigious posi·
tion, just think how it will look on a
resume! But there is more. to iUhan
merely using this position as a reference, I want to help make the Com·
ment a good n~wspaper. I have a job
to do, but do you people realize that
you too have a responsibility to this
paper?
This is your paper, and it deals
with subiectsthat affect all of us. 10
get to my point, basically what I'm
doing is trying to get some people
out there feeling guilty enough to

decide to write something for the
Comment! I'm not speaking of just
sports, but of all aspects of this
paper - e-ditorials, arts, current
events, and so on. But frankly, I
need more help than any of the
other editors here becau~e I'm a
rookie and I don't. know what the
hell I'm doing!
Since I've become editcr, all I
have met with is apathy. When I
asked people how thev felt about
the school hockey team folding, the
reaction wasn't nOh, what a shame,"
but rather ."Oh,we had'a hockey
team?"

I Now come on, I know there are
people out there who care. Isn't
som~body bull because Fred Lynn
was traded? Doesn't anybody think
IWayne Kreklow should have been
kept and Robert Parish released?
Doesn't anyone agree with me that
all Cleveland teams should·· be
banned from all sports? Well, if you
agree with me,or even ify'ou don't,
write it down and slip it in my box in
j'he Comment office. I will print it
(m not pro~d! So ~ome on, get
.Involved. VOice your opinions - they
'can't be much more wrong tllan my
own, right?

Calf Richard at Extension 304

more informat'ion abOLJt
_Choral groups on' campus'

for

Beachcomber Tours PRESENTS ITS
12th ANNUAL

Appearing Next Friday" february 6th
"John Lincoln Wright &
the Sourmash Revue"
Friday, February ·13th
Valentines Day Dance with
"The Allen Estes Band"
plus special guest
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See our campus repreSentEtlve and tour
brochure for reservations and more informotlon:

DEPENDABILITY" QUALITY. SERVICE. SINCE 1969

COMING SOON
"The Stompers"
"Private Lightning"
"The Zaiichek Broth~rs"

